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Context

I We have developed a variety of learning materials using Jupyter
notebooks.

I Notebooks can be run either
I Natively on a users computer
I Using a container system (e.g. Docker or Singularity) on a

users computer
I Using a web service like Jupyter Hub



Problem

1. Running notebooks locally requires
2. Expertise (sometimes substantial) from the local user (Example

Docker file)
3. Distributing

3.1 software/notebooks (easy via GitHub, Bitbucket)
3.2 data (hard)

https://github.com/chapmanbe/6018_2018/blob/master/6018_docker/jupyter/Dockerfile


Problem

1. Running notebooks via Juptyer Hub is resource intensive for
system admins

2. Users must be manually added to the system
2.1 Potentially need to integrate with system services like Active

Directory

3. Fine for courses, but not for dissemination.



Solution

Binder uses the following technologies to deliver on-demand
Jupyter notebooks

Git

I Learning materials are built based on a Git repository
(e.g. GitHub, Gitlab, Bitbucket) ### Docker

I Default is to build an environment based on a base Binder
image containing Anaconda.

I Can provide your own Dockerfile ### JupyterHub
I Serves up Jupyter notebooks via Docker containers ###

Kubernetes
I Manages the whole system



Binder

Figure 1: Binder Cartoon

# Kubernetes
>Kubernetes is
an open source
system for
managing
containerized
applications
across multiple
hosts; providing
basic
mechanisms for
deployment,
maintenance,
and scaling of
applications. >
Kubernetes
builds upon a
decade and a
half of
experience at
Google running
production
workloads at
scale using a
system called
Borg, combined
with
best-of-breed
ideas and
practices from
the community.
(Kubernetes
home page)
###
Translation
>This is
software
developed by
Google to run
complex,
production-level
container
systems.
Amateurs
should proceed
with caution.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes


Example 1

Hello, World with Binder

http://bit.ly/ief2019hello

I Original Repository
I Must provide specific commit SHA:

8cf556043882449f80a9dfc080396f0025aa4c85
I Optionally provide path to specific notebook

http://bit.ly/ief2019hello
https://bitbucket.org/chapmanbe/ief2019_hello/src/master/


Example 2
Working with MIMIC2 Radiology Reports

http://bit.ly/iefbindermimic2

name: ief2019
channels:

- conda-forge
- defaults

dependencies:
- python=3.6
- numpy
- pandas
- pip
- matplotlib
- gensim
- pip:

- pymysql
- TextBlob

http://bit.ly/iefbindermimic2


Data Access

MySQL

Quilt

Pachyderm

https://quiltdata.com/
https://www.pachyderm.io/


Example 3

Creating Julia Notebooks

http://bit.ly/iefmybinder

Haven’t been able to get Julia to build on our Binder instance

http://bit.ly/iefmybinder



